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SANDWICH STRUCTURES FROM ARBITRARY FUNCTIONS
IN GROUP THEORY
IAN HAWTHORN
Abstract. Functions between groups with the property that all function con-
jugates are inverse preserving are called sandwich morphisms. These maps pre-
serve a structure within the group known as the sandwich structure. Sandwich
structures are left distributive idempotent left involutary magmas. These pro-
vide a generalisation of groups which we call a sandwich. This paper explores
sandwiches and their relationship to groups.
1. Introduction
Group homomorphisms are maps between groups that preserve group structure.
In earlier papers ([1],[3]) the author has looked at arbitrary functions between
groups which are not in general homomorphisms, but which in some sense can be
said to partially preserve group structure.
The study of such functions is closely related to the study of generalisations
of groups. Given a generalisation of groups, the functions between groups which
are morphisms for that generalisation will give an interesting collection of not-
quite-homomorphisms. Conversely given a collection of not-quite-homomorphisms
it is natural to look at which properties of groups they preserve. A generalisation
of groups may then be obtained by considering algebraic structures with those
properties.
Not all interesting sets of arbitrary functions will give a group generalisation in
this fashion. But when this can be done it may lead us to generalisations of groups
that we might not otherwise have considered.
In this paper we take a fairly interesting class of functions between groups,
namely those for which all function conjugates are inverse preserving, and we use
this set of functions to obtain a generalisation of groups.
2. Function Conjugation and Inverse Preserving Functions
A notion of function conjugation was introduced in [1].
If f : G→ H is an arbitrary function between finite groups and a ∈ G, then we
define a new function fa(x) = f(a)−1f(ax) which we call conjugate of f by a.
Clearly f is a group homomorphism if and only if fa = f for all a ∈ G. Consider
for example the inverse function (−1) : g 7→ g−1. Then (−1)a(x) = ax−1a−1 =
[(−1)(x)]a, hence function conjugation generalises the usual conjugate.
Note that fa(1) = 1, hence conjugation maps the set of all functions onto the
set of identity preserving ones. Furthermore function conjugation defines a group
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action of G on the set of identity preserving functions mapping from G to H since
f1 = f and (fa)b = fab. Homomorphisms are precisely the functions invariant
under this action.
This function action was defined from the left. A similar action can be defined
from the right. We introduce temporary notation f |x>(g) = fx(g) for the action
from the left and define action from the right by f<x|(g) = f(gx−1)f(x−1)−1. Then
f<1| = f and (f<a|)<b| = f<ab| so this is indeed an action.
We might expect that the actions from the left and right are related. In fact
they are equivalent. An intertwining map is given by f (−1)(x) = f(x−1)−1. Note
that (f (−1))
(−1)
= f hence f 7→ f (−1) is of order two and in particular is a bijection.
One can easily check that
(f<x|)(−1) = (f (−1))|x>
(f |x>)(−1) = (f (−1))<x|
so this defines an equivalence between the left and right actions.
As the two actions are equivalent it is reasonable to look at left actions via our
initial less cumbersome notation and use ((f (−1))x)(−1) to refer to the right action
should this be necessary.
The left and right actions will be identical if for all x ∈ G we have (f (−1))x =
(fx)(−1), in other words if and only if function conjugation commutes with the
inverse map.
A function with the property that f (−1) = f is called inverse preserving as it
preserves the relationship of being inverse. Inverse preserving functions are easy to
construct. Furthermore any odd collection of functions which is closed under the
map f 7→ f (−1) must contain an inverse preserving function.
Note that if f is inverse preserving then in general fa need not be inverse pre-
serving. However it is the case that (−1)a is inverse preserving for all a ∈ G. If
all function conjugates of f are inverse preserving then we say that f is strongly
inverse preserving. Strongly inverse preserving functions were first introduced
in [3] although little is done with them in that paper. The property of being strongly
inverse preserving is an interesting and surprisingly strong constraint on f as we
shall show in the next section.
If f is strongly inverse preserving then f1 will be inverse preserving, however f
itself need not be inverse preserving. The left multiplication function x 7→ ax where
a 6= 1 is a strongly inverse preserving function which is not inverse preserving. It
is usual to consider only identity preserving functions when working with function
actions in which case f1 = f and hence strongly identity preserving implies identity
preserving in this case.
If f is identity preserving and strongly inverse preserving then the left and right
conjugation actions on f are the same. Conversely an inverse preserving function
for which left and right actions are the same will be strongly inverse preserving.
3. Sandwich Morphisms and Structures
We call a function f : G → H between groups a sandwich morphism if
f(ab−1a) = f(a)f(b)−1f(a) for all a, b ∈ G. Initial examples are homomorphisms
and the inverse function.
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Proposition 3.1. A function f : G→ H between finite groups is strongly inverse
preserving if and only if it is a sandwich morphism.
Proof. If f is strongly inverse preserving then fa(x−1) = (fa(x))
−1
and hence
f(a)−1f(ax−1) =
(
f(a)−1f(ax)
)−1
for all a, x ∈ G. Rearranging we obtain
(1) f(ax)f(a)−1f(ax−1) = f(a)f(ax−1)−1f(a)
and substituting x = b−1a then gives the sandwich morphism property.
Conversely if f is a sandwich morphism then
fa(b−1) = f(a)−1f(ab−1)
= f(a)−1f(a(ab)−1a)
= f(ab)−1f(a)
=
(
f(a)−1f(ab)
)−1
= (fa(b))−1
and we can conclude that f is strongly inverse preserving as claimed. 
Sandwich morphisms are those functions which preserve the structure in the
group specified by the binary operation (a, b) 7→ a.b−1.a. We call this binary
operation the sandwich product and the structure that it imposes on a group
will be called the sandwich structure.
We wish to study the sandwich product as a binary operation and to facilitate
this we will denote it as simply ab; using a.b to denote the usual group operation.
Hence ab = a.b−1.a.
Proposition 3.2. The sandwich product in a finite group G has the following
properties
Left Distributivity (LD): (ab)(ac) = a(bc) for all a, b, c ∈ G.
Idempotency (II): aa = a for all a ∈ G.
Left Involutary (LI): a(ab) = b for all a, b ∈ G.
Left Symmetry (LS): If ab = b then ba = a.
Proof. All these properties can be directly checked by expanding out in terms of
the group product. 
Note that there is no mention of identities or inverses. Clearly in a group we have
identities and inverses, but we cannot distinguish them from other elements using
only the sandwich product. The sandwich product does relate them however. If
we know the identity element 1 then we can recover the inverses from the sandwich
product by defining x−1 = 1x.
The obvious next step is to throw away the group. This leads us to make the
following definition.
Definition 3.3. A sandwich is a set G with a binary operation denoted ab ∈ G
which satisfies the properties in proposition 3.2. A subsandwich T ≤ S of a
sandwich S is a subset which is itself a sandwich. This will be the case if and only
if T is closed under the sandwich operation.
In more technical terms a sandwich is a left involutary left distributive left sym-
metric idempotent magma. The properties as stated are independent in the sense
that none can be proved from the others. Counterexamples of small order which
demonstrate this were generated using the programMace4 byW.McCune [4]. These
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(
1 0
1 0
)
(a) Not II

 0 1 22 1 0
0 1 2


(b) Not LS


0 2 3 1
3 1 0 2
1 3 2 0
2 0 1 3


(c) Not LI


0 1 2 3 4
0 1 3 2 4
0 3 2 1 4
1 0 4 3 2
3 1 2 0 4


(d) Not LD
Figure 1. Cayley tables for counterexamples. Each has all of the
sandwich properties except the indicated one.
are described by matrices which specify Cayley tables for the binary operation in
which elements are labelled 0, 1 , 2 etc and are listed in figure 1.
Proposition 3.4. The following identities hold for all a, b, c in a sandwich S.
(1) ab = ac⇒ b = c.
(2) (ab)c = a(b(ac)) for all a, b, c ∈ S.
(3) (ab)c = bc⇔ (ba)c = ac for all a, b, c ∈ S.
Proof. These follow directly from the definition of a sandwich.
(1) ab = ac⇒ a(ab) = a(ac)⇒ b = c
(2) (ab)c = (ab)(a(ac)) = a(b(ac))
(3) (ab)c = bc⇔ a(b(ac)) = bc⇔ b(ac)) = a(bc)⇔ ac = b(a(bc))⇔ ac = (ba)c

The first identity is the left cancellative (LC) property which we proved from
the left involutary property ( LI ⇒ LC ). This raises the question of whether the
converse is also true for magmas satisfying the other sandwich properties. This is
not the case as is demonstrated by the non LI example in figure 1 which is LC.
Since sandwiches are left cancellative multiplication from the left is transitive in
a sandwich, which can be useful. Sandwiches are not usually right cancellative how-
ever. In particular sandwiches can contain right zero elements. Indeed a sandwich
can consist only of right zero elements as we now show.
A right zero semigroup is a set with the multiplication ab = b. These are sand-
wiches as one can directly check. We will call them right zero sandwiches. There
is a unique right zero sandwich of every order. A right zero sandwich with at least
2 elements is not right cancellative since ab = bb = b.
The left distributive property tells us that multiplication from the left is a sand-
wich automorphism since a(xy) = (ax)(ay). Moreover it is an involution since
a(ax) = x. The automorphisms of a sandwich form a group just like the automor-
phisms of any algebraic object. Hence we have a natural map from a sandwich to
its automorphism group defined by mapping the element a ∈ S to the left multi-
plication function La : x 7→ ax. What are the properties of this natural map?
We have L(ab)(x) = (ab)x = (ab)(a(ax)) = a(b(ax)) = L(a)L(b)L(a)(x). Fur-
thermore since L(b) = L(b)−1 we can write
(2) L(ab) = L(a)L(b)−1L(a)
Hence this natural map is a sandwich homomorphism to the sandwich structure
of the automorphism group. We will call a sandwich a group sandwich if it is
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the sandwich structure of a group. And we will call a sandwich a group sub-
sandwich if it is a subsandwich of a group sandwich. Hence left multiplication
defines a sandwich homomorphism which maps an arbitrary sandwich onto a group
subsandwich.
The congruences of this map on a sandwich S are equivalence classes under the
relation a ∼ b iff L(a) = L(b) which means ax = bx for all x ∈ S. In particular this
is true for x = b which gives ab = b.
Hence a congruence class is a subsandwich T ⊆ S where ab = b for all a, b ∈ T .
Thus the congruences for this map are right zero sandwiches.
We have proved
Theorem 3.5. Every sandwich is a group subsandwich of right zero sandwiches.
As a consequence of this theorem any sandwich which has no non-trivial right
zero subsandwiches must be a group subsandwich. Hence any condition on a sand-
wich that prevents it from having non-trivial right zero subsandwiches will result
in it being a group subsandwich.
Corollary 3.6. A right cancellative sandwich is a group subsandwich.
What does this natural map look like if we apply it to a group?
Let G be a group with sandwich product ab = a.b−1.a and consider the congru-
ence on G defined by the natural map into the sandwich automorphism group. If
a ∼ b then L(a) = L(b) and a.x−1.a = b.x−1.b for all x ∈ G.
Setting x = a or x = b gives a.b−1 = b.a−1 and also b−1.a = a−1.b . Let
a.b−1 = e and a−1.b = f so that e2 = 1 and f2 = 1. Then for all x ∈ G we must
have x−1.e = f.x−1 . Setting x = 1 gives e = f and hence ex = xe for all x ∈ G.
It follows that e ∈ Z(G).
Thus if a and b are equivalent then b = e.a for some element e ∈ Z(G) with
e2 = 1. Conversely if e is an element with these properties then a is equivalent to
e.a for all a ∈ G. This proves the following.
Proposition 3.7. The congruences of the natural map from the sandwich structure
of a group into the sandwich structure of its sandwich automorphism group are
cosets of the subgroup consisting of all central elements of order 1 or 2.
Corollary 3.8. If G has no central elements of order 2 then the natural map into
its sandwich automorphism group is 1-1.
If the natural map is 1-1 then it gives a sandwich isomorphism onto its image.
The image of this natural map consists of all elements of the form L(a) in the
sandwich automorphism group. However all these elements have order 2 since
L(a)L(a)(x) = a(ax) = x.
This is very interesting. Effectively we have a sandwich isomorphism onto a
subsandwich of a group, and all the elements of this subsandwich are group elements
of order 1 or 2. Of course the subset of all elements of order 1 or 2 in a group need
not constitute a subgroup. However it is a subsandwich.
Proposition 3.9. Let G be a group and let 2(G) = {x ∈ G : x2 = 1}. Then 2(G)
is a subsandwich of G.
Proof. It is enough to show that 2(G) is closed under the sandwich product. But
if a2 = 1 and b2 = 1 then (a.b−1.a)2 = 1 so this is true. 
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The natural map takes a sandwich into this subsandwich of its sandwich auto-
morphism group.
We next consider the question of whether all sandwiches must arise from the
sandwich structures of groups.
Proposition 3.10. All right zero sandwiches are group subsandwiches.
Proof. Consider the right zero sandwich of order n. This is a set of n elements with
the product ab = b. There is only one such algebraic structure up to isomorphism.
Let G be an elementary abelian 2-group of order 2k with 2k ≥ n. Then the
sandwich product in G is ab = a.b−1.a = a2.b−1 = 1.b = b and thus the sandwich
structure of G is a right zero sandwich of order 2k. Every subset of a right zero
sandwich is a right zero subsandwich. Since 2k ≥ n then G has a subset (and hence
a right zero subsandwich) of order n. IT follows that the right zero sandwich of
order n is a group subsandwich as claimed. 
Proposition 3.11. A right zero sandwich is a group sandwich if and only if it has
order 2k for some k.
Proof. The sandwich structure of an elementary abelian 2-group is the right zero
sandwich of order 2k. So this is a group sandwich.
Conversely let S be a group of order n with sandwich product ab = b for all
a, b ∈ S. Then a1 = a.1−1.a = 1 and so all elements of the group S have order 2.
It follows that S is an elementary abelian 2-group and must therefore have order
n = 2k for some k. 
Corollary 3.12. Not all sandwiches are group sandwiches.
Proof. A right zero semigroup of order three provides a counterexample. 
The question of whether all sandwiches are group subsandwiches remains open.
Theorem 3.5 and proposition 3.10 suggest that if this is not true then it may not
be easy to construct counterexamples.
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